Benefit of a Contralateral Routing of Signal Device for Unilateral Cochlear Implant Users
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Abstract

Objective: To investigate objective and subjective effects of an adjunctive contralateral routing of signal (CROS) device at the untreated ear in patients with a unilateral cochlear implant (CI). Design: Prospective study of 10 adult experienced unilateral CI users with bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss. Speech in noise reception (SNR) and sound localization were measured with and without the additional CROS device. SNR was measured by applying speech signals at the untreated/CROS side while noise signals came from the front (S90N0). For S0N90, signal sources were switched. Sound localization was measured in a 12-loudspeaker full circle setup. To evaluate the subjective benefit, patients tried the device for 2 weeks at home, then filled out the abbreviated Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing Scale as well as the Bern benefit in single-sided deafness questionnaires. Results: In the setting S90N0, all patients showed a highly significant SNR improvement when wearing the additional CROS device (mean 6.4 dB, p < 0.001). In the unfavorable setting S0N90, only a minor deterioration of speech understanding was noted (mean –0.66 dB, p = 0.54). Sound localization did not improve substantially with CROS. In the two questionnaires, 12 of 14 items showed an improvement in mean values, but none of them was statistically significant. Conclusion: Patients with unilateral CI benefit from a contralateral CROS device, particularly in a noisy environment, when speech comes from the CROS ear side.

Introduction

Cochlear implants (CI) are a well-established and effective intervention for bilateral severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss [Bond et al., 2009]. A unilateral CI improves patient hearing significantly but the patient’s situation is then comparable to single-sided deafness. Bilateral CI use brings a number of potential advantages compared to unilateral use such as the reduction of the head shadow effect, binaural summation, squelch effect, possibility of sound localization, having a backup device and ensuring that the better ear is implanted [van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003; Verschuur et al., 2005; Wightman and Kistler, 1997].

Reduction of the head shadow effect is widely reported as potentially the largest binaural advantage for bilateral cochlear implant listeners [Byrne, 1981; Murphy and...
O'Donoghue, 2007; Verschuur et al., 2005]. Reduced hearing performance caused by the head shadow effect is most prominent when the sound is directed towards the untreated hard-of-hearing ear for a monaural listener. Attenuation of sound is greater at frequencies above approximately 1,500 Hz and less pronounced at lower frequencies below approximately 1,000 Hz [Pffifner et al., 2011]. Typical attenuation is 3–7 dB for lower frequencies (0.2–1 kHz) and 9–21 dB for higher frequencies (2–8 kHz) [Algazi et al., 2002; Shaw, 1974]. The effect of binaural summation is attributed to the increased loudness associated with bilateral stimuli and to the redundancy of information in the stimuli at the two ears. This advantage improves the hearing threshold by approximately 5 dB at moderate sensation levels and up to 10 dB at high sensation levels [Byrne, 1981]. The hearing-impaired individuals obtain a similar degree of binaural summation to that of normal-hearing persons, both at threshold and suprathreshold levels [Byrne, 1981]. The squelch effect is obtained when speech and noise are perceived as spatially separate. As a result, detrimental effects of noise can be diminished to some extent, so the focus can be on the speech signal [Byrne, 1981]. Improved sound localization with bilateral CI was demonstrated in several studies [Nopp et al., 2004; van Hoesel et al., 2002; van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003; Verschuur et al., 2005]. However, Grantham et al. [2008] showed that some subjects with unilateral implantation could localize sounds better than chance level as well. One explanation is that these subjects learn to use monaural cues (level cues) based on loudness and frequency-dependent head shadow effects. However, performance was still significantly poorer than that reported in studies of bilaterally implanted subjects [Grantham et al., 2008]. Other studies could not confirm improvement in localization in unilaterally implanted subjects [Hol et al., 2005; Verschuur et al., 2005].

Despite these advantages, there are some drawbacks and limitations concerning bilateral implantation. For instance, for medical reasons in some patients a CI is feasible only on one side. When financial sources for CI programs are limited, the responsible physician has to choose between unilateral and bilateral implantation [Summerfield et al., 2002]. Another challenge is sequential bilateral implantation. The longer the time span between the two surgeries, the poorer the result and patient satisfaction [Illg et al., 2013; Papsin and Gordon, 2008]. When the second implantation is delayed for several years, patients do often not appreciate the second CI because the first implant subjectively performs much better. This can lead to nonuse of the second device. A contralateral routing of signal (CROS) hearing device providing a sound input at the contralateral ear could potentially be approved in these cases, if it improves hearing compared to a unilateral CI only.

The primary aim of this study was to prove efficacy of an elementary strategy to improve hearing in patients with bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss and monaural CI. CROS is an adjunct which has been used for several years in patients with single-sided deafness. There is evidence from the literature that patients with single-sided deafness have a significantly better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when fitted with a CROS device than unaided patients [Hol et al., 2005; Lotterman and Kasten, 1971]. However, a CROS device has never been studied as an aid to patients with a unilateral CI, a condition which has some similarities to single-sided deafness. For this reason we investigated the objective and subjective benefit of a CROS device as aid to a CI in patients with bilateral deafness.

**Material and Methods**

**Subjects**

Thirteen unilateral CI users gave their informed consent to participate in this study. All of them were using the same CI processor (Opus2, Med-El, Austria). During evaluations there were 3 dropouts, 2 (No. 1 and 7) due to implantation in the CROS-aided ear, 1 (No. 4) for personal reasons. Patient numbers (2, 3, 5, 6, 8–13) refer to the 10 patients who completed all measurements. The study population had ages between 43 and 80 years, average age 59, and consisted of 4 men and 6 women. All subjects had binaural severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss (mean pure tone average ± SD of the non-CI ear 112 ± 14 dB). Eight patients had their CI on the right, 2 patients on the left side. All participants had German as their mother tongue, attaining a performance of at least 90% at 60 dB SPL presentation level in the German speech test ‘Freiburger Zahlen’. Patients were tested on average 6 years after insertion of the CI. Table 1 lists the patient demographics. Ethic approval for the study was granted by the Ethics Committee of the Canton of Bern (KEK: 165/11).

**Study Protocol**

The CROS device consisted of a hearing aid placed behind the ear with a wire connection to the contralateral side (Croslink Receiver CRX, Art. Nr. 052-3119-00001, Phonak Hearing Systems, Switzerland). An initially tested wireless CROS device was abandoned due to interference. Before starting tests we measured air conduction hearing thresholds with the CI alone to verify correct adjustment of the CI processor and calculated the patient’s pure tone average hearing threshold.

All patients were measured twice: (1) with the CI alone and (2) in combination with the CROS device. Between the two visits, the patients used the CROS device in everyday life for at least 2 weeks. After 2 weeks, the patients filled out the abbreviated form of the
Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing Scale (SSQ) [Kiessling, 2011] as well as the Bern benefit in single-sided deafness questionnaire (BBSS) [Kompis et al., 2011]. These tools provide assessment of subjective benefit for speech perception, spatial hearing and quality of sound. Both questionnaires rely on a visual analog scale ranging from –5 to +5. Positive values indicate a better quality of life with the CROS device, negative values a quality inferior to the exclusive use of a unilateral CI.

Audiological measurements were carried out during varying test settings (see below) and consisted of two parts: speech understanding in noise (Comité Consultatif International Télégraphique et Téléphonique, CCITT) and sound localization. The SNR was measured in two different spatial settings, as shown schematically in figure 1. In the setting S90N0, the target signal was emitted by the loudspeaker contralaterally to the CI, whereas noise was presented through a loudspeaker in front of the listener. In the setting S0N90, the positions of noise and target signal were switched to represent an unfavorable situation for the use of a CROS device. We used the Oldenburger Sentence Test in the German language as adaptive speech in noise test [Wagener et al., 1999]. Noise level (CCITT) was held constant at 65 dB throughout all tests. Each subject started with 1 training list, which was not analyzed. Then, 2 lists of 30 sentences each were administered for each combination of spatial setting. From these results the averaged SNR was calculated. Sound localization was tested in a setup with 12 loudspeakers (JBL Control 1 PRO, Harman International Industries Inc.) equally distributed with 30-degree azimuth angles in a full circle (radius of 1 m) with the patient’s head position in the center. Directional hearing measurements were carried out with a narrow-band noise burst of 200 ms duration and center frequencies of 500 and 3,150 Hz. The low frequency stimulation was chosen as it is more sensitive to interaural time difference, whereas the higher frequency stimulation is more sensitive to the interaural level difference [Humes et al., 1980; Wightman and Kistler, 1997]. The third stimulus was one randomly chosen sentence from the Oldenburger Sentence Test without noise signal. To avoid a level cue [Kumpik et al., 2010], the signal volume of 70 dB was randomly altered by ±5 dB. To register sound localization as indicated by the patient, a pointer method with Microsoft Kinect™ sensor technology was used: during test procedures the patient pointed his arm towards the direction of the perceived auditory event. The Kinect detected the direction of arm movement towards the perceived loudspeaker. As the 95% confidence interval for correct sound localization is below 20°, 12 loudspeakers, each covering an angle of 30°, enabled the reliable use of this system for our study.

**Results**

**Speech Recognition**

In the SNR test we compared the results of CI alone versus CI with additional CROS device, both in the test

---

**Table 1. Patient demographics: gender, age, onset of hearing loss, CI experience, CI side, Freiburg numbers at 60 dB, mean sound field threshold and pure tone average**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject No.</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age, years</th>
<th>Onset of HL</th>
<th>CI exp., years</th>
<th>CI side</th>
<th>FN 60 dB, %</th>
<th>MSFT, dB</th>
<th>PTA, dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>sudden</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>sudden</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>sudden</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M = male; F = female; mean age 59 years; HL = hearing loss; CI exp. = CI experience, mean 6 years; R = right; L = left; FN = Freiburg numbers; MSFT = mean sound field threshold, free sound field with CI only, mean 29 dB; PTA = pure tone average of non-CI ear, mean 112 dB.
settings of S90N0 and S0N90 (Fig. 2). In the setting S90N0 CI-CROS, the SNR was significantly improved by 6.4 dB (mean value, p > 0.001). In the setting S0N90 CI-CROS, there was a deterioration of –0.66 dB (mean value) compared to CI only.

The difference in SNR between both hearing conditions (S90N0 and S0N90) was significantly smaller (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test) when using the CROS device compared to CI only (5.26 dB).

Sound Localization

Figure 3 shows the results of sound localization for the three listening conditions (500 Hz narrow-band noise, 3,150 Hz narrow-band noise, speech signal) with and without CROS for all 10 subjects. In each diagram the stimulation angle versus the indicated angle of the subject is shown. The size of the circles depends on the total amount pointing to a given stimulation angle. In case of optimal localization abilities, we would expect a diagonal straight line with a slope of 45°, starting at point –150/–150 and ending at 180/180 with identical bubble sizes. The 2 patients in our study with a CI on the left side were side corrected so that all data could be integrated in the same figure.

There was a clustering of perceived signals on the side of the CI: using unilateral CI only, most signal sources were localized at around 90° azimuth. A tendency of a second cluster could be observed for 3,150 Hz and speech signals at 30° azimuth. With an additional CROS device, more responses were shifted to 0° azimuth, particularly for 3,150 Hz and speech signals.

Mean angular errors with and without a CROS device were 88° (SD ±6°) and 90° (±6°) for 500 Hz, 86° (±7°) and 83° (±6°) for 3,150 Hz and speech, respectively.

Patient Outcome Measures

Most of BBSS and SSQ items (12 of 14) showed an improvement in the mean value (Fig. 4, 5), but none of them was statistically significant. In the BBSS, ‘conversation in a car’ (question 6) and ‘sound localization’ (question 9) were most prominent. In the SSQ questionnaire the most subjective improvement with an additional CROS device was in the section ‘hearing effort’ (Fig. 5). ‘Speech understanding in noise’ and ‘speech hearing’ were rated as the poorest items in the BBSS (mean –0.3) and in the SSQ (mean –0.01), respectively.

Neither BBSS nor SSQ tests showed a significant correlation with the SNR, the Freiburg numbers at 60 dB or the mean sound field threshold with unilateral CI only.

Discussion

We investigated a CROS device as an adjunct to monaural CI in patients with bilateral severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss. The CROS device can be used immediately, requiring virtually no adjustment. There is no need for an additional surgery, and compared to a bilateral CI a CROS device is smaller and therefore more discrete. In this study, we investigated the subjective and objective benefits of an adjunctive CROS device.
In speech recognition we could measure a highly significant improvement of the SNR for our patients. On average the SNR threshold was 6.4 dB lower with the CROS (1-way ANOVA in situation S90N0: p < 0.001). This effect has mainly to be explained by the diminished head shadow effect and to some extent to the squelch effect [Verschuur et al., 2005]. Binaural summation is absent in this situation as the same ear processes the information [Byrne, 1981].

In the unfavorable situation S0N90, there was a deterioration of the speech reception threshold of –0.66 dB when using the additional CROS device, which was not statistically significant (S0N90: mean SNR CI only 13.1 dB; CI-CROS 13.8; 1-way ANOVA, p = 0.54). It is known

**Fig. 3.** Sound localization with CI only (upper row), with the CROS device (middle row) and the difference of the two in sound localization for 500 Hz (left column), 3,150 Hz (middle column) and speech signals (right column). The x-axis represents the azimuth degree of the presented signal, the y-axis the azimuth degree pointed out by the patient. The size of the circles depicts the total amount of pointing for the presentation angle. Black circles represent the results of this study, the black dotted diagonal line a hypothetical perfect sound localization.
that CROS devices can lead to a deterioration in situation S0N90. A potential reason for the nonsignificant value in our study could be the spread of results. In the situation CI only S0N90, there was a prominent outlier (subject No. 12; SNR S0N90: 23.5 dB). In other studies that evaluated the effect of a bone-anchored hearing aid in single-sided deafness (which is a similar situation to our 1-sided CI patients), deterioration in situation S0N90 was −0.7 to −2.5 dB [Bosman et al., 2003; Hol et al., 2004; Linstrom et al., 2009; Pfiffner et al., 2011]. Our value of −0.66 lies at the bottom end of the scale of the quoted studies. In all 4 bone-anchored hearing aid studies, as in our study, the effect of reduction of the head shadow effect in situation S90N0 was always greater than the amplification of noise in situation S0N90.

Use of the CROS device did not substantially improve sound localization abilities. This result corresponds with those of previous studies [Hol et al., 2010; Verschuur et al., 2005]. We could not confirm the results of Grantham et al. [2008], where some subjects had still localization abilities with 1 CI only, perhaps because these authors did not vary randomly the signal volume. Most of the responses in our study group were pointed to the 90-degree azimuth, which corresponds to the side of the CI. With the CROS device the perception of signals was shifted slightly to the 0-degree azimuth and the CROS ear. Patients with a CROS device tend to classify perceived sound signals mainly from two directions: signals perceived from the CI side (90°) and signals from the front (0°). This could explain the subjective better localization abilities in the BBSS. However, there is no obvious relation between stimulation angle and one of the two conditions, which means that besides localization there is also no objective improvement in lateralization.

In subjective patient outcome measurements, 12 of 14 items showed an improvement in mean value. Only ‘speech understanding in noise’ (BBSS) and ‘speech hearing’ (SSQ) had a negative mean. This finding is not consistent with our objective results of the Oldenburg Sentence Test, where patients clearly showed a profit in the favorable situation S90N0 and only a minor deterioration in the unfavorable situation S0N90. This mismatch was already described by Kompis et al. [2011], who investigated crucial factors influencing the decision for a bone-anchored hearing aid device in unilateral deafness. There was no correlation between the threshold of the SNR, the result of the Freiburg numbers or mean sound field threshold with the scores of the questionnaires. Therefore questionnaires evaluating the satisfaction with a CROS device seem to be useful to assess the benefit. We noted

**Fig. 4.** Distribution of all subjects’ answers for the BBSS questionnaire comparing the use of CI only and CI with the additional CROS device. Boxplots show medians, quartiles (boxes), minima, maxima and mean (+) values.

**Fig. 5.** Distribution of all subjects’ answers for the SSQ questionnaire comparing the use of CI only and CI with the additional CROS device. Boxplots show medians, quartiles (boxes), minima, maxima and mean (+) values.
that patients who were very satisfied with the CROS device and wanted to continue using it had high scores in the SSQ and BBSS. Three patients of our study were very satisfied with the additional CROS device, 5 patients saw an improvement in some situations during daily life and 2 patients were dissatisfied with the device. The cable around the neck disturbed half of the patients. This point could be overcome by using a wireless device.

CROS devices in combination with a CI can be fitted quickly without adjustments. Patients can therefore evaluate the subjective benefit of the device very easily. We assume that the main advantage of an additional CROS device is the reduction of the head shadow effect. This can be important in situations such as holding a conversation while driving. Depending on the position of the speaker, a CROS device can facilitate conversation substantially as emphasized by our BBSS questionnaire results.

In source localization tests, patients were instructed to always face towards the loudspeaker in front (0° azimuth), which does not correspond to behavior in real life. Subjects with a significant asymmetric hearing loss such as single-sided deafness tend to turn the better ear towards a speaker instead of continuously facing the speaker. This compensatory behavior adapted to deafness is potentially reduced when using the CROS device because the difference of speech intelligibility (ΔCI only –1.84 dB, ΔCI-CROS 5.26 dB) between different listening conditions (SON90–S90N0) is less pronounced.

In this study we used a technically inappropriate CROS device with a cable connection to the CI. Furthermore the cable around the neck diminished user acceptance. CROS devices with wireless connection and no disturbance to the CI output are preferable. Another limitation might be the relatively small bandwidth (200–4,000 Hz) of the CROS device. Multiple microphone technology with adaptive beam-forming has been shown to improve speech intelligibility for CIs and conventional hearing systems in noisy environments [Hersbach et al., 2013; Kompis and Dillier, 2001]. Modern conventional hearing aids are able to use the microphone signals for optimizing the setting of bilateral hearing devices [Ricketts and Picou, 2013]. In this study we showed that the transmission of the microphone signals, without a sophisticated sound processing, already compares favorably to the unilateral CI condition. Intelligent preprocessing of the microphone signal and communication between CI and CROS device might improve hearing and speech perception further.

### Conclusion

Patients with bilateral severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss and only a unilateral CI may benefit from a contralateral CROS device. Eligible candidates include patients who cannot profit for medical or financial reasons from a second CI as well as late implantees, who do not tolerate their second CI well. In our study all of the patients showed highly significant improvement of their SNR threshold with the CROS device.
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